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Welcome, Reader!

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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Teaching with Intention

I still remember that hot day in June. There we were, my husband and I, 
packing up my classroom as I had done so many times before. But this 
time it wasn’t just for the summer. This time it was for good.

 Reading with Meaning had just come out, and the Happy Reading! 
videos were in the can. And I was leaving the classroom after teaching for 
thirty years in the Denver Public Schools. “Yikes!” I remember thinking. 
“What am I DOING? What was I thinking when I decided to launch a 
brand-new consulting career at this stage of my life?”
 The teacher taking my place had chosen to move in on this very same 
day. Eager, sweet, and young, she asked if it would be better for her to wait; 
I said, “Don’t be silly; it’s fine.” But inside I wondered for the umpteenth 
time if it was too late to change my mind.
 And then out of the corner of my eye I noticed she put the meeting 
area in the entirely wrong place . . .
 “You know,” I wanted to say, “if you put it over in this corner, the sun 
slants in softly through the blinds in the early morning, setting the perfect 
tone for the read-aloud and lesson. And if you’d leave my desk how it was, 
facing the windows, you’d get to see the daffodils peeking their heads up 
through the snow in spring.”
 Reading my mind, my husband guided me out into the hall, gave me 
a hug, and said, “Debbie, stop. It’s her turn now. And you always say that 
there’s more than one way to do things, remember?”
 I remembered.
 We eyed the yellow cabinet with red trim standing tall in one corner, 
the only reminder of what was once the meeting area. “Are you sure you 
want to take it?” he asked. I knew it was heavy, I knew it meant another 
trip, and I knew by heart the names of those who wanted it. But I couldn’t 
help myself. “I’m sure,” I said.
 And so, at the end of the day our basement was filled with the stuff of 
thirty years of teaching. Yellow cabinet included.
 Over the summer I found myself going downstairs and just staring, 
for no particular reason. I had workshops, presentations, and demonstra-
tion lessons to prepare for, yet I couldn’t seem to get a grip on how to put 
everything together. I began to wonder if I’d made the right decision; I 
began to wonder if I had anything to say to teachers at all.
 Then I had a revelation! In the classroom I loved turning the lights 
down low at the end of the day, shutting the doors, savoring the calm and 
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the quiet. I’d spread out the kids’ work, their notebooks and mine, and take 
time to reflect on where we’d been, where we were now, and where it made 
the most sense to go next. I’d search for just the right books, plan whole- 
and small-group lessons, and think about how to move kids forward. I 
loved that time. And I really loved that place.
 So what’s a girl to do?
 That very day I went back down into the basement, this time with 
a purpose and a plan. I unpacked most of the boxes we’d brought from 
school; partitioned off a little corner of the basement with bookshelves and 
organized the books; pushed and pulled the yellow cabinet with the red 
trim into the corner; lit the lamps; and, voilà! I had my place for planning 
and reflection back! 
 Okay. I know there were psychological issues going on here, but think 
transition . . . 
 And what did my husband have to say when I asked him if he thought 
this was all just a little too weird? “No,” he mused, “it’s not really all that 
weird. But if you start commandeering the kids from the neighborhood 
down here, I just might change my mind.”
 And so it makes sense that it was here, on the floor of my newly trans-
ported meeting area, that I began to plan for my new life outside the classroom. 
It’s been five years now, and while you might be relieved to know I’ve moved 
my work to the upper regions of our home, the meeting area is still intact, 
just in case the neighborhood kids want to come in and play a little school! 
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Teaching with Intention

■ ■ ■

In these five years I’ve learned a lot. I’ve kept up with my reading, but it’s 
conversations with teachers at seminars and conferences and working with 
children in classrooms across the country that have influenced my work 
most of all. And while I’ve said for years that there is more than one way to 
do things, I take an even longer, broader view now. 
 I’m convinced that success in the classroom depends less on which 
beliefs we hold and more on simply having a set of beliefs that guides us in 
our day-to-day work with children. Once we know who we are and what 
we’re about in the classroom, we become intentional in our teaching; we do 
what we do on purpose, with good reason. Intentional teachers are thought-
ful, reflective people who are conscious of the decisions they make and the 
actions they take; they live and teach by the principles and practices they 
value and believe in.
 This is a book in two parts. In the first part, “Defining Beliefs and 
Aligning Practices,” I share my beliefs about teaching and learning and 
encourage you (anew or for the first time) to think about and clearly define 
the principles and practices that guide you and your work with children. 
 The second part, “Taking Action,” describes what it looks like for me 
when my beliefs and practices are aligned. Each chapter in this part begins 
with a belief statement and is followed by its application—what it looks 
like and how it sounds—in the classroom. The primary and intermediate 
classrooms I portray are real classrooms (with real kids!) that I’ve worked 
in since leaving my own.
 When it comes to thinking about topics like defining beliefs, aligning 
practices, and taking deliberate action to set things in motion, you might 
be wondering, “Debbie. Who has the time? What’s the point?” The point 
is this: We’re professionals; we need to make full use of our professional 
autonomy.
 Most chapters have a small section called Something to Try. These are 
optional opportunities (of course!) for you to think about what you believe 
about teaching and learning. I know it’s challenging to find time in the day 
for reflection—it may feel like just one more thing to add to the list that 
never seems to end. And yet if we don’t, where does that leave us? If we 
aren’t thoughtful, reflective, and strategic teachers, can we expect our chil-
dren to be thoughtful, reflective, and strategic readers, writers, and thinkers?
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 In these times of scripted programs and prepackaged materials I know 
it may be tempting to surrender. But who among us is going to keep up the 
good fight? Who among us is willing stand up for what we know is right? 
I’m in, and I hope you are, too. Happy Reading!
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